
In a back corner of Spitalfields !
Falling madness consumes, 
All else but its path, 
Inadvertently sinking mire,  
Higher, lower, higher. !
Where else? What else? What a wonder, it remarks, a cursory glance 
upon ontic structural realism, epistemic is for pussies. 
Relations blur relata, 
Marriages have no need for spouses, 
Nor a system it's components, 
Cells are mere stooges,  
In a grander scheme yet no-one notices, 
For no one exists,  
And one is nothing and no one is nothing,                    
rendering the no a little redundant. !
A solitary notch from a bed post, 
Lingers post universal supernovae, 
No bed post, 
No bed,  
Just the notch. 
No galaxy, 
No universe, 
Just the notch !
I'd say it were floating but there lays nothing for it to float 
within, 
Hitherto this very moment the notch remains in a state of unawares 
at its very existence, 
Erupting in a rhapsodised daze it catches its own reflection in 
its self, 
And whereby its intrinsic properties reveal to be a holistic 
quantum entangled unit, 
Two notches. 
This is a revelation. 
Suddenly the first notch becomes aware of itself, and concurrently 
the other, as though mirrored cosmically indelibly  
The two notches stare into each-other.  !!!!
This was the first moment of corruption,                                           
fuck Adam and Eve,                                                                                 
the notches aroused greed.                                                                     
None is potent about thirst,                                                                        
nay more aptly hunger for knowledge,                                                        
but greed for knowledge,                 



  or merely more in general,        
   is quite the opposite. 
Post initial disbelief at their seemingly sudden yet eternal 
beingness they linger,          
               a moment,         
   two moments,        
    et cetera et cetera 
These are all relative terms,                                              
remember? and what is a moment when all that is are two entangled 
notches? !
The relation evokes a sudden greed for hunger for more for 
knowledge, 
Aroused within each notch, 
The bewildered stillness dissipates into mere nothingness, 
the holistic entanglement breaks down to mere intrinsic property 
tropes, 
This is the universe's first divorce. 
And my, my was it the antithesis of amicable. !
The notches create the tropes that build up space for them to rush 
to in their now surrounding trajectories,      
  instantaneously,        
    the directions differ and build up,    
    networks create and creating inflation is 
inflammatory on microcosmic level,       
     however at this stage there is no 
division between microcosms and macrocosms,      
      see,       
       when all there is is two 
notches and some space around them to wander a bit. !!!!!!
The space enlarges and gurgles its own flesh and greed grows and 
inbreeds with itself, 
Division does what division does best;       
divides,             
and this creates from what was already created,     
 cyclic to the very beginning. !
Notches fill everywhere,          
which really isn't much at all,        
 but is of course at this premature stage all there is,  
   so it is as gargantuan as gargantuan gargantua can get. !
Relata blur and unblur and notwithstanding relations become 
ignored in the hubbub,         



   tropes crowd and noises become noise and noise become 
noises. !
Swirling patterns of mere chaos expand out into not only voids but 
nothingness themselves,          
notches fly everywhere,          
unidentifiable due to unfamiliar entities such as speed,  
  amplitude and repetition.       
   Sudden familiarity is attained.      
   This is,          
  however,           
  unfamiliar in its inherent form.  !
And thus, the universe is born.  !
Simple, really.


